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Technology-rich Library Spaces and
the Hunt Library Vision
"Hunt Library will be ... a dynamic environment that brings
diverse people and disciplines together and enables interaction,
innovation, and the creation of new, nontraditional partnerships."
Vision for the James B. Hunt Jr. Library, January 16, 2008.

The James B. Hunt Jr. Library aspires to be a building unlike any other at
NC State. As an iconic building for the university, it embodies the
entrepreneurial aspirations of the institution. A forward-looking and
courageous approach to technology stands at the center of Hunt
Library's ability to realize this ambitious vision. While the rapid pace of
technological change cautions us not to be too prescriptive about which
technologies will be in use by 2012, three trends are evident that will be
explored in this document: ever greater bandwidth and the continued
reduction in the cost of computing cycles and storage will enable
expanded uses of computing-intensive applications such as large-scale
visualization; user interfaces are shifting from mediated to touch-based,
facilitating more powerful and intuitive engagement with information
and data; and, finally, computing and communication functions are
converging in mobile devices, enabling new possibilities for people to
interact with information, spaces and each other.
The Hunt Library also presents us with the opportunity to expand our
thinking about "library" technologies, pushing us away from our
historical focus on tools that support access to, and management of, our
print-based and electronic collections, and toward tools and new ways of
thinking that will position the library closer to the core mission of the
university, knowledge creation and learning.
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1. Changing how we think about technology
As technology becomes
pervasive in our lives, the
boundary between it and
everything else is increasingly
blurred, whether in our physical
spaces or in how we think about
the tools we use as we move
through our days interacting
with others, working and
playing. While it is still possible
to define technology (e.g.,
computing devices, networked
devices, powered devices) these
definitions are no longer a
particularly useful construct
when thinking about large,
complex problems where
technology may be a significant
component, but is only one of
many. It is arguably more
useful to think a bit more
abstractly. Figures 1 represents
one such approach, that is, how
we might move toward a model
where we focus on the user
perspective.
A few guiding principles for
technology in Hunt Library can
be derived from this approach to
looking at users and spaces.
Technology in Hunt Library should:
•
•
•
•

Figure 1. Users and library spaces

empower users and leverage their own stuff
be ubiquitous and integrated
be visible and "exude its functionality"
support functions and services not readily available elsewhere
on campus
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2. Conceptualizing public spaces
DEGW's Programming and Pre-Design report (August 8, 2008) factors the
spaces in Hunt Library using a framework comprising ten dimensions
(group size, boundary, ownership, collections, consultation, atmosphere,
teaching, technology, flexibility, and interaction). For the purpose of
thinking in more detail about technology specifically, we have combined
several of those concepts into three dimensions: open/closed;
interactive/static; undefined/defined, and placed the spaces into that
framework.
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undefined "incubator" space. One successful model of such a space is
explored in more detail in section IV, Experimental and Lab spaces, below.
The Technology Sandbox is also explored further in section IV.
The following scenario provides a use case for how a student might move
through these types of spaces and how the work together.

Student Use Scenario for Public Spaces
Mark is an undergraduate who is taking a variety of courses, including an
art history course, engineering, chemistry, and anthropology. He lives in
housing on North campus and has classes on both main and Centennial
campuses. Today he has classes in the morning and afternoon on
Centennial, so decides to spend the day there. He arrives at Hunt Library
early in the morning and grabs a cup of coffee at the café. While drinking
his coffee, he checks email from yesterday on his smartphone and
checks his schedule against events that he sees from the eboard in the
lobby are going to be in the library for the day.
He then heads into the Library Commons. Mark grabs a free workstation
so that he can spread out and brings up his desktop environment on dual
monitors to study engineering drawings for a lab that morning. Mark runs
across some unfamiliar concepts in the drawings and needs some
handbooks to help him out, so he runs a few searches in the catalog for
books his instructor recommended and requests them from the ARS.
When he returns from picking up his books, he notices that the
workstations around him have filled up and the area has gotten more
noisy. Since he has to do work on an anthropology presentation as well
as do some reading, he decides to retreat to one of the studies on the
second floor where it’s a little quieter.

The two quadrants on the left ("undefined/interactive") merit some
examination. There are not a lot of spaces in the undefined/interactive/open
upper left quadrant currently represented in the schematic design. "Spaces in
front of displays" is not a specifically defined program element. Those
spaces could be realized as "nooks" or "eddies," somewhat apart (but not
isolated from) the general flow of traffic, supporting ad hoc individual or
group interactions with technology (displays, whiteboards, projection or
multi-touch devices). In the undefined/interactive/closed lower left
quadrant are the more experimental spaces. The Learning Studio is placed
here because one potential use for that space would be as an interactive and

Mark pulls up the room scheduler on the workstation's desktop, reserves
an available room, and shuts down his workstation. He grabs a “pen
computing” setup from the lending machines with a swipe of his campus
card and heads upstairs. In the study, he boots up the pen computer,
aiming the projector at one of the glass walls. Logging in on using the
laser keyboard that is projecting onto the table, he pulls up the desktop
environment he was just working in with his files ready to go and he
starts comparing the handbooks to his schematics. A Bluetooth stylus
from the pen computing set allows Mark to take notes directly on the
schematics, which are saved up into his campus file space for later
review.
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Mark switches gears to work on his paper about 45 minutes before class—
it’s actually a group paper, and he’s meeting his team later in the afternoon.
After about 30 minutes, Mark packs up his things again and leaves them in a
locker, since he’ll be back after class. He goes to class, grabs some lunch,
and heads back to the library. On his way in, he notices a demonstration
happening in the open-air theater by the service desk and drops into a bean
bag to watch for a few minutes.
Mark then gets a text message from one of his team and so he gets his
things from the locker and heads to the back of the second floor, where he
sees his presentation team gathered around one of the surface computing
tables in a niche by the back wall. Several members of the team have been
out shooting photos and video of local community markets. Two members of
the group place their digital camcorders on the table and the photos they’ve
shot spill out across the table’s screen. For the next twenty minutes, the
group sorts through the photos on the table by pushing them back and forth
and creating clusters. They finally agree on a set for the presentation; Mark
places his smartphone on the table and drags the pictures onto it, then
uploads them to his campus file space. Seeing that a whiteboard wall is
available across the way, the group moves over and Mark leads them
through storyboarding the presentation based on the photos and videos
they’ve just selected. He tells the group he’ll put the slides together that night
and they can meet the next day in the Presentation Practice Room to
rehearse their talk.
Mark’s afternoon seminar is in the learning studio upstairs, but he has a few
minutes to take a break so he stops by the gaming area to speed through a
few races of Super Mario Kart 8. He arrives in the Learning Studio early and
talks to the tech who is re-arranging the walls and configuring a video
connection. The art history class will be using the space to take a virtual tour
of the Louvre on one end of the room, then running a gallery design exercise
on the other end of the room in which they select and “position” artwork,
adjust the lighting, and write up captions that would lead a “viewer” through
the exhibit. On his way out of class, Mark runs into a TA from his chemistry
class who is on his way into the Visualization Studio next door and asks if
Mark wants to join hm. Mark jumps at the opportunity and the two go in and
activate the wall-size multi-touch screen in the room. The TA has been
building a multi-touch application that allows the user to separate and
combine chemical compounds on the fly to research solutions they can then
synthesize in the lab. The TA has a number of pre-built compounds that
haven’t been working; they pull these up on the multitouch screen and
proceed to pull the molecules apart, pass components back and forth across
the screen, and assemble them into new configurations.
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Mark doesn’t notice the time passing until he starts to get hungry later in the
evening. Leaving the Visualization Studio around 6:00, he takes the stairs up
to the Sky Lounge for a little exercise and gets a bite to eat while watching
the sun set over Lake Raleigh. Checking the schedule he drew up at the
beginning of the day, he notices there’s a lecture from a visiting scholar down
in the theater that starts in a few minutes. He packs up his things a last time,
takes the elevators down, exits the library, and walks downstairs to the
theater.
[Mark is a composite character representing several different types of
undergraduate using the library spaces.]

Figure 3. Mark's path through the library

Envisioning technology in public spaces

3.
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DEGW's framework sub-setted the Technology factor into 4 levels: Basic, Enhanced, Advanced, and Experimental. In this section, we cluster many of the
technologies that Hunt Library will support by level and provide visual examples.
HUNT LIBRARY PUBLIC SPACES – Basic
Ubiquitous access to wireless and power
(DEGW)
• User devices
• Seating designed for basic
technology use
• Fixed computers
• Copiers/scanners
• Eboards
• Whiteboard / projection walls
• Standard lending devices
Touchdown stations

group work spaces

whiteboard walls (Google)
HUNT LIBRARY PUBLIC SPACES – Enhanced
Accommodate for data projector, smart
board, large display device (DEGW)
• User devices interacting with
library devices
• Cameras
• Projectors
• Technology-enabled furniture
• Mobile monitors / displays
• Book scanners

video display/podium (Google)

collaboration hives (Google)

book scanner
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HUNT LIBRARY PUBLIC SPACES – Enhanced (Continued)
Accommodate for data projector, smart board,
large display device (DEGW)
• Gaming
• Interactive applications
• Videoconferencing (e.g.,
Telepresence)
• Presentation
• Glass display walls you can write
on
• Multi-touch interfaces for
signage, navigation, resource
scheduling
• Sound
• Apple store-like presentation
space

telepresence videoconferencing

collaborative projection
whiteboard room

multi-touch navigation

glass whiteboard walls (Microsoft)

room scheduling
technology-enabled furniture
”Apple” theater
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HUNT LIBRARY PUBLIC SPACES – Advanced
Advanced
Accommodate for multi-screen displays,
Access Grid, node, etc. (DEGW)
Short-throw projectors
Multi-touch displays
Large / complex displays
Green screen studio
360o video projection
Room capture
Cameras
Lab support (e.g., gaming,
Virginia Tech's Emporium, MIT's
iLabs)
• RFID tagged or networked
physical objects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

multi-touch collaboration in furniture

green screen studio

very large pixel projection screen

short-throw projector
360o video projection room

large-screen workstation

Vining lab iSpace (Stanford)
through-glass touchscreens

old gaming consoles
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HUNT LIBRARY PUBLIC SPACES – Experimental
Accommodate for immersive or simulation
environment (DEGW)
• Flexible rooms (see Creativity
Zone, below)
• Multi-touch interfaces
• PixelFlex videoconferencing
• Holographics
• Lab to support prototyping things
(visualization, gaming)
• Experimental devices for lending

pixel flex multitouch display
3D user interface multi-touch

multitouch video wall

”new” device lending examples
(flexible GPS,
pen computer)

3D printing
holographic imaging

flexible displays

epaper

HUNT LIBRARY PUBLIC SPACES – Technology in Design
Informational and design uses of
projection technologies in open
spaces

floor-based display

projection signage
video signage
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4. Experimental and Lab spaces
Several spaces in the current Hunt design are likely candidates for
technology "incubator" or "garage" spaces: the Technology Sandbox,
Visualization Studios (3), and the Learning Studio. The "incubator"
concept can be viewed in a number of ways, ranging from high-end
technology-equipped spaces not readily available elsewhere on campus,
to spaces that enable users to explore their own "incubator" ideas, to
spaces that themselves are by their design, inherently experimental. For
an example of the latter type of space, see the profile of the University of
Sussex Creativity Zone, below.

“ThinkeringSpace” at IIT

Several questions can help frame how these spaces are designed.
(These are not intended to be comprehensive.)
1. What are the range of visualization functions that will
be supported? Part of this will be positioning the
library vis a vis services RENCI or others on campus
are offering, and to whom. In the visualization
spaces, will users need high-end computing to
render images, or they will be displaying already
rendered images? If the former, will that equipment
be supported by the library, or will users connect to
on-campus (or off campus) hosts for the computing
and then the images travel to Hunt over the
network?
2. Will the library want (or need) to support digital
scratch space?
3. To what extent do we want to support rapid
prototyping or building physical objects? Projects that
are primarily software based can also have some
hardware/physical component (e.g., video game
design, iLab applications, multi-touch display
applications).
4. To what extent will we support individual or groupbased physical secured storage areas in the lab/garage
spaces?
Answers to these and related questions will help inform
what each space requires in terms of refreshable technology,
infrastructure, and staff support.
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UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX – Creativity Zone
The Creativity Zone is a model for an incubator
space. It realizes an ambitious vision for
enabling new forms of collaboration and
learning through creative use of technology,
furniture, lighting, and design.
"The Creativity Zones enable rapid low-tech semifunctional prototyping and user-led design through the use
of appropriately embedded multimedia within a multiconfigurable space."
(http://staff.lib.ncsu.edu/wiki1/images/6/62/Sussex_report.pdf, 4)

"The technical specification for each of the Creativity Zones
includes several local pods, each with flexible space
configuration, CCTV cameras, display screens, mood
lighting, environmental control, re-configurable bespoke
furniture...Over 3000 independently controlled Light
Emitting Diodes, which when combined with the sound and
projection systems enable generation of a very wide range
of virtual environments... The rotating rooms, sliding
screens and curtains enable rapid configuration of the
space... The projection and recording equipment enable
ready communication..." (4)
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UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX – Creativity Zone (Continued)
What does the space include?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

revolving screens
revolving walls
sliding screens
write-on surfaces
curtain track and panels
bi-fold windows
white blackout curtains
fold-down tables
mix of portable seating
integrated technological control system
LED ambient lighting system
CCTV system
projectors
plasma screens
portable interactive whiteboards
separate local and surround sound
systems

A seminar room is collocated with the Creativity
Center and linked via cameras for unobtrusive
observation. The seminar room also features a
passive stereo projection system for enhanced
three dimensional visualization.
Who has used the space?
The Creativity Zones at the University of Sussex
and University of Brighton have been in
operation for over two years. The space has
been used by a wide variety of groups,
including engineering and design partnerships
(concept car design, product design integration,
sketching and design, visual communications,
final product design) and informatics (human
computer interaction interactive sessions,
research methods and generative systems,
advanced technical communications, pervasive
computing).
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V. Staff spaces

Technology-enabled Collaboration

The staff spaces in Hunt will certainly represent a huge step forward for
how NCSU Libraries staff work. The spaces will better enable ways in
which staff want to work now (and are on occasion limited by the facilities
in D H Hill) and enable new ways of working, not yet fully envisioned.
Three themes can be identified that will serve as the foundation for how
technology in staff spaces is conceptualized: virtualized desktops, mobile
computing, and technology-enabled collaboration.

A primary technology-enabled collaboration that will have to be well
supported in Hunt is videoconferencing-based communication between staff
at Hunt and staff at Hill. Since this will be a routine part of all of our work,
the technology that enables it will need to be easy to use, consistently highfunctioning, and flexible (i.e., not simply a one-size-fits-all room-based
option). In-person meetings also need technology to be effective. Laptops
will connect to large, wall-mounted monitors in most meeting rooms; in the
largest rooms, projectors may still be required. It is very likely that
whiteboards, both large wall-sized and mobile, will continue to be
indispensable for collaborative work.

Virtual Desktops
Recent trends in basic desktop computing point to a move back towards the
server-centric models of the '80s and '90s where users experience a desktop
environment on their screen that is driven by computing power housed in
the server room rather than in a box under their desk. Unlike in the dumb
terminal era, however, this model no longer necessitates loss of user control
(users can still install their own applications, for example). Advantages of
this model include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workspaces: A Balance between Places for Collaboration
and Concentration
All types of staff spaces represented below should be supported (except "home").
Most have already been explicitly designated in the schematic design.

more efficient support and upgrade
relatively more computing power per $ spent
lower refresh costs on desktop hardware through increased equipment
life
greener computing: less power used per workstation supported, less
techno waste generated (plastic, glass, components, etc)
more efficient computing: less idle processing and memory capacity
across the enterprise, dynamically allocated computing power
greater compatibility with a mobile computing
environment, remote computing, and
collaborative/nomadic modes of working

The same principles and advantages of virtual desktops apply to a large
portion of the commodity fixed-workstation computing in the Commons
spaces.
Mobile Computing
Laptops are already indispensable to our work; this will become even more
the case, and for a greater percentage of library staff, by 2012. We are also
already seeing new uses for smartphones for staff use, for instance for
desktop and server application support. It can be expected that a range of
mobile devices will be used by technical and public services staff as well by
the time of Hunt's opening, if not sooner.

From Alma Erlich, Jo-Anne Bichard, "The Welcoming Workplace: designing for ageing knowledge
workers," Journal of Corporate Real Estate 10:4 (2008).
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STAFF SPACES – Examples of Technologies and Spaces
Workspaces

hot desking

Group Meeting Rooms
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STAFF SPACES – Examples of Technologies and Spaces
Project Rooms

Whiteboard walls. Virtual
flipcharting (Polyvision
Thunderbird). Large work
surfaces with
network/power.

Polyvision Thunder virtual flipcharting

war rooms

Porta-Person (Sun)

project media room
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STAFF SPACES – Examples of Technologies and Spaces
Collaboration Hub

Flexible seating,
accommodating people
bringing laptops; plug in
monitors to share large display
in nooks/booths;
movable whiteboards.
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Open Meeting Spaces and
touchdown areas
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6. Infrastructure Requirements
Technology infrastructure for the Hunt Library is key area for careful
investigation and planning. The broad range of computing activities that will
be represented in this "high technology" building will require a robust
infrastructure that can accommodate not only the initial technology plan, but
future growth and steadily increasing demands for capacity that will
accompany rapid advances in technology over the next twenty or so years.
Increasingly, technology is being asked to blend with its environment and
mold itself to the needs and habits of the users and the space, rather than
defining the space around the needs of the technology. Modular furniture,
flexible displays, group work areas, spaces that change in the way they're
used throughout the day or year to year, all demand an infrastructure that is
both flexible and scalable, from flooring and wall configurations to cabling to
the equipment itself.
The Hunt infrastructure should assume a highly networked environment
that supports complex interactions between multiple devices that require fast
exchanges of large quantities of data. The guiding principle behind
infrastructure planning for Hunt should be to maximize the utility and
scalability of technology while minimizing it's environmental and
operational costs.

The following figure represents the tradeoffs:
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As we select technologies, in all categories but particularly in the Advanced
and Experimental categories, we will want to consider where we seek to
position ourselves in terms of costs (upfront vs. ongoing; capital outlay vs.
staff).

6.1 Technology elements
The most important aspects of basic technology infrastructure in Hunt are
power and network. While these elements may seem obvious and likely to be
covered in the mechanical design of the building, having enough power and
big enough network pipes in the right locations requires careful attention to
the building program and requirements of each level of technology.
Retrofitting rooms and open spaces that are underpowered or lack the
proper bandwidth will be cost prohibitive. If for only this reason, the
infrastructure that carries and channels power and network should be as
configurable as possible. Configurable basic infrastructure also enhances
user spaces, allowing them to adapt over time to user needs and future
demands of new technologies and methods of working. Getting network and
communications infrastructure right in Hunt will depend on close
collaboration with ComTech.
•

Power. Power for Hunt public spaces need to account for traditional
120V plug-based A/C power for user devices, heavier power
requirements for fixed high-demand technology installations (such as
multi-touch displays, traditional and holograph projectors, video walls,
etc), alternative power interfaces for devices (e.g., USB power), and
wireless power.

•

Cellular network. We are familiar in DH Hill with the frustrations that
poor cellular connectivity inside the building causes, both for business
purposes and for student productivity. With handheld devices becoming
portable computers themselves, embedded with applications that
depend on the cellular network for application functionality and
geolocation, much more depends on having strong cellular connectivity
inside the building than just students placing calls. By the time Hunt
opens, 4G (700MHz) cellular networks should be emerging or
established with handheld devices designed to take advantage of ultra
high-bandwidth service. The building should be designed to maximize
signal strength from cellular towers in the area in order to provide
unbroken connectivity to such devices.

•

Wireless network. Hunt should be designed with next-generation
ubiquitous wireless as a given, with support for unusually heavy
wireless network loads. The large common spaces that are at the heart of
public spaces in the building encourage concentrated gatherings of large
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interact with or perceive the output of computers and handheld devices,
including such peripherals as styluses, mice, keyboards, and speakers.
One characteristic of Bluetooth devices is that they are “discovered” as a
user’s device moves into range, so that in effect a device becomes aware
of its surroundings and the services available in it. At a more advanced
level, RFID chips and readers embedded in the building and objects
within it can work together to create an "intelligent" environment of
network-aware objects (or "blogjects") that can report back to a central
computer where they are, where they have been, who or what it has
encountered. Such objects can also actively participate in social networks
that form within the building space. Some uses of low-frequency
networks include:
o Wireless sound available in group studies and meeting rooms,
discoverable by Bluetooth-enabled computers and devices
o Chairs and other mobile furniture that reports its current
location and can be found on a dynamic map of the floor
o Transfer of files, contacts, and other data to and from personal
devices to interactive equipment or workstations, such as
multitouch displays, interactive whiteboards, etc.
o Enable user control of devices or equipment native to different
library spaces

numbers of people simultaneously accessing the wireless network. With
cloud computing and storage becoming increasingly standard, users are
likely to be using the wireless network not only to browse the web, but
to use applications and transfer large amounts of stored data back and
forth to the cloud. Large concentrations of devices with high demands
for bandwidth can easily overrun wireless access points and degrade
connectivity to the point of frustration. Hunt wireless infrastructure
should be:
o based on the 802.11n specification
o architected for high-concentration network activity; access points
should be positioned and wired to be easily swappable for
future equipment
o designed with over-the-air 4G wireless availability in mind.
•

•

Wired network. By the time Hunt opens, the campus building
infrastructure will be upgraded to a 10GB network, 10x greater than
today's 1GB connections. A 10GB connection to the main building switch
will allow 1GB network connections to the desktop (today's connections
are 100MB). It will be important to consider the capacity and type of
connections along the major network thoroughfares from point to point:
from building switch to server room (10GB multimode fiber optic); from
building switch and server room to distribution switches (10GB fiber
optic?); from distribution switches to terminal ports (1GB copper or
fiber?). Mobile devices will continue to become increasingly powerful,
possibly to the extent that much of what we consider to be desktop
computing today will be readily available on mobile devices. While
mobile computing needs will be met by high-speed cellular and wireless
networks, the wired network will remain significant as part of standard
computing as the backbone of high-bandwidth services such as:
o high-end workstations and data-intensive applications;
o virtual desktop computing;
o video-intensive enhanced and advanced technologies, such as
video walls, multi-touch screens, video conferencing, and room
capture;
o high-quality voice services and business applications, such as IP
telephony;
o other types of computing that require high-speed interaction
with servers located in the server room.
Low-frequency network. Low-frequency networks, such as Bluetooth
and RFID, ride below higher bandwidth frequencies as a kind of subnetwork. These sub-networks carry communications and network traffic
between local devices to create Personal Area Networks with very low
power requirements. Bluetooth and RFID in particular are emerging as
standards for enabling low-power, short-range communication among
objects. Often these communications enable input or output devices to

6.2 Building Elements
A key element of the vision for the Hunt library is its flexibility,
configurability, and adaptability to the changing needs of a dynamic, hightechnology learning environment. Pointing to the limitations and frustrations
of fixed infrastructure, members of focus groups repeatedly expressed the
need for power and network that can be moved where it is needed, when it
is needed as the building and the spaces within it change and evolve, not
only over the life of the building, but on a daily or weekly basis as the
rhythms and cycles of use by faculty and students dictate. Configurable
architectural elements would contribute to an overall engineering aesthetic
for the building that would agree with its innovative design, the program for
its use, and its location at the heart of Centennial campus.
•

Access floors. There is perhaps no single architectural element that can
enable this vision as effectively as access floors. Access floors are raised
platforms composed of individual tiles that sit between 3”-8” above the
floor slab. Traditionally used in server rooms, access floors are
becoming increasingly common in public and office spaces because of
the great flexibility they provide for channeling power, data, and
HVAC infrastructure. Some of the benefits of access flooring include:
o Enables modular power and data that can be easily scaled up or
down depending on the changing use of the space and the
technologies it supports

A Technology Plan for the Hunt Library
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Available in a wide variety of finish surfaces, including carpet, tile,
wood, and “soft” rubber tiles
Damaged flooring is easily, quickly, and cheaply replaced
Save up to 50% over installation time and effort of traditional power
and network, reducing construction costs
Power, data, and HVAC under the floor allow greater flexibility
with wall materials, such as full-height glass walls, which do not
have to hide cabling and conduit
Fast moves and changes to workstations and other technologyenabled furniture, which do not have to be tethered to a power core
Drastically reduces demolition debris and construction cost for
future remodeling
Contributes to LEED points for green building

•

Walls. Access floors enable the freer use of alternative wall
configurations, such as movable glass walls to define group study spaces
and other types of rooms. Glass walls provide line-of-sight and lighten
the space while providing a level of privacy and sound insulation for
group work, video conferencing, and other noisy activities. Glass-wall
surfaces in studies and meeting rooms can also be used as write-board
surfaces.

•

Ceilings. Open-lattice ceilings with exposed rails, cables, and other
accessible infrastructure will be key elements of advanced and
experimental spaces in Hunt, such as the Learning Studio and the
Technology Sandbox. The case study of the University of Sussex
Creativity Zone illustrates the importance and utility of exposed ceiling
infrastructure, which may be even more important with the significant
ceiling heights that characterize the design of the Hunt building.
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building technology support (virtualized desktops, video, displays, etc.), as
well as expansion space for additional capacity that will be required over the
life of the building. At 1000 square feet as currently designed, the server
room can accommodate a total of twenty racks in four aisles of five racks
each. Estimated infrastructure needed on day one is ten racks, or two aisles
of five racks each (i.e., 50% capacity).
The design of the server room should not only be modern, but forwardlooking. The server room will house the greatest single point of power
consumption in the building. While a significant server infrastructure will be
necessary to power the technologies used in Hunt, careful consideration
should be given to the cost of running such a room over the lifespan of the
building, in terms of both dollars and carbon output. The monetary costs of a
server room include not only the up-front costs of infrastructure and
equipment, but ongoing costs for cooling and power. In terms of
environmental impact, a single server outputs as much carbon in a single
year as an SUV that gets 15 miles to the gallon. Despite that figure, data
center emissions globally are only a fraction of the carbon output by desktop
computing equipment. Hunt can see significant savings in both dollars and
carbon by moving computing off of the desktop and down in to the server
room, but once we place that processing power in the server room, we must
ensure that it is in an environment that is as efficient and future-proof as
possible. The design of the server room should follow these general
principles:
•

Server room
The server room is the Hunt Library's technological nervous system. The
new server room will be the primary site for critical library data and web
service functions, as well as the driving force behind the building's
technology infrastructure, desktop computing, display and video
technologies, and advanced applications. The server room is also the library's
primary disaster recovery site [? primary site], with the existing server room
at DH Hill as the secondary (back-up) site. The Libraries' primary enterprise
systems (catalog, web applications, digital collections, etc) will be able to fail
back and forth between the two server sites for redundancy and maximal
uptime. Ideally there would be direct fiber optic links between the two sites;
this is a separate discussion that needs to occur with ComTech.
The server room should be sized to accommodate current infrastructure in
Hunt as a baseline, plus capacity for expanded use cases on opening day for

•

Reduce required cooling to an absolute minimum for the amount
of equipment in the room. Traditional server room design calls for
massive independent cooling units to chill the air in the server room
to a constant 68-72 degrees. Enclosed rack systems with "in-row"
cooling, such as APC's InfrastruXure systems, seal the racks and the
"hot" aisle from the rest of the room, then draw the hot air through
cooling units that are built in to the racks themselves and channel the
cool air directly to the front of the racks, where it can be drawn back
in to cool the servers. Investment in this type of system means that
only the air that needs to be cooled is chilled--the rest of the server
room can be maintained closer to room temperature, thus saving
cooling costs and reducing carbon output.
Provide for an extensible rack infrastructure that can grow with the
needs of the library. Based on the above principle, it follows that if
you only have to cool part of the server room, you can save money
up front by only building as much rack capacity as you need for the
first 10 years of building operation. Since you are only cooling the
equipment you are actually using instead of the entire room, you
save further cooling costs until the additional infrastructure is
required. By the time the additional capacity is needed, server room
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design will likely advance to the next generation in terms of form
factor, cooling, and power utilization, saving further costs that
would have been associated with updating or overhauling pre-built
expansion capacity.
Utilize modern environmental monitoring, alerting, and remote
"lights out" administration. Advanced monitoring of humidity and
temperature inside the racks and the room, integrated with
monitoring of power load and network activity, provide for
automated dynamic adjustments that tune the environment, reduce
administrative overhead, and reduce downtime.
Maintain superior redundancy in power and cooling. For
maximum uptime and operational integrity, cooling and power
should be fully redundant. Rack systems should be designed with
dual redundant power supplies to each rack. The room should be
supplied by dual cooling units that are independent of the main
building HVAC system and wired into the building generator. Each
cooling unit should be supplied by campus chilled water as well as
an alternative source for times when chilled water is interrupted or
unavailable.

Initial requirements for the server room were communicated to mechanical
engineers with Affiliated Engineers, Inc. Notes from that meeting are on file
and can be referenced for more complete details. This initial discussion will
need to be followed up with further conversations about detailed
specifications, design, and rack and cooling systems.

6.3 Environmental (Green) Elements
Consideration for environmental impact has been a central principle of the
Hunt Library from it’s inception. Green building is part of the Library’s
identity and unifies the architectural, technological, and social aspects of the
building. Green IT should be core to every aspect of technology planning
and implementation in Hunt.
The case for Green IT is compelling. John Holdren, President Obama's
Director of the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, has
forcefully highlighted the serious implications of the global climate crisis
over the next several decades. Information Communication Technologies
(ICT) form a relatively small percentage of global carbon dioxide output, but
research indicates that efficiencies in IT can drive efficiencies and savings
throughout the enterprise. The importance of addressing the environmental
impact of ICT is so critical that in 2008, Gartner rated Green IT as the number
one issue for the IT industry as a whole. In short, Green IT is at the heart of
an effective strategy to stimulate reductions many times its weight in carbon.
An effective and holistic implementation of Green IT strategies in Hunt will
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not only save money, contribute to LEED certification, and reduce the carbon
footprint of the building, but it has the potential to serve as a model and
catalyst for moving ICT infrastructure into the green spectrum for the
University and even for TRLN as a whole.
• Focus on purchasing computer equipment from manufacturers, such as
Apple, that maximize energy efficiency in their products and eliminate
harmful and poisonous materials (such as lead, arsenic, mercury, and
beryllium) used in the manufacture of their computers. Special emphasis
should be placed on equipment that meets the EPEAT Gold standard
(www.epeat.net), particularly highly recyclable material.
• Use of materials and products that receive Cradle to Cradle certification
(www.c2certified.com). Illustrative examples include:
o
Polyvision Eno e3 environmental ceramicsteel surfaces for
whiteboards and interactive whiteboards
o
Herman Miller and Steelcase office furniture and workstations
o
Steelcase Pathways privacy walls and modular glass wall systems
• Building practices and architectural elements that enable a modular,
extensible high-technology space and conform to green building
practices that earn LEED points.
o
Modular glass wall systems
o
Access floors

n

The use of elements such as movable glass walls and access floors
show significant savings in taxes, construction costs, and, most
importantly, time over multi-year periods.
• Initial materials costs are slightly higher than traditional
flooring and wall materials
• Installation time can be cut by as much as 45%, saving
construction dollars and making up time in the building
schedule
• The configurable and re-usable characteristics of access floors
and movable glass walls, combined with modular wiring and
easy access to HVAC systems, mean savings in disposal costs
and reduction in landfill waste
• Depreciation of materials can mean a 96% savings in taxes in
the first year and up to 86% over seven years
• More efficient heating and cooling can realize 29% savings in
energy costs over 15 years
• 100% reusable walls, power, and cabling can mean 80%
savings in remodeling construction expenses over 7 years,
with reconfiguration times up to twice as fast those achieved
with conventional materials

* Figures are taken from a Steelcase case study on a 79,000 square foot office space for 340 occupants
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Core technology infrastructure that maximizes efficiency and reduces the
operational carbon footprint of the building’s ICT (information
communication technology) infrastructure.
o Virtual desktop computing that reduces the amount of power
consumed by desktop machinery, reduces techno waste, and saves
refresh dollars by extending the refresh cycle
o Server room infrastructure that uses an integrated closed rack
system to increase operational effectiveness and reduce cooling costs

n

Virtual computing drastically reduces the total cost of ownership
of operating basic desktop (workstation) computing in a number
of ways:
• Usable life of thin clients and server hardware is
approximately six years, as opposed to four years for standard
desktops
• Thin clients (the unit that sits on the desktop) are cheaper
than full desktop units. In the first year, savings in the
desktop hardware are offset by purchase of server
infrastructure, but those costs do not apply to years 2-6
• One server can support up to 120 workstations. In the DH Hill
Learning Commons, there are 100 desktop computers, each
with 2 processor cores and 2GB of memory (total of 200 cores
and 200GB of memory). The entire LC infrastructure could be
run from one server with 64 cores and 64GB of memory—30%
of the power and a fraction of the plastic and other techno
waste currently deployed to provide the same capacity
• Purchase costs in year one are about 100-110% of current
desktop refresh expenditures. In year 2-6, the figure drops as
low as 30% of standard expenditures. Over six years, that can
represent a savings of 45%, or $395,000.
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6.4 Technical Staff
An ambitious technology program for Hunt will require the technical staff to
not only keep equipment running and services integrated, but to provide
intermediate and advanced user support to ensure that the technologies are
approachable, useful, and tailored to user needs. Specific staffing levels with
roles and responsibilities are outlined in the table of examples below.
Anticipated technical support skills needed include: training in
software/hardware in use in library; ability to engage with high-end users of
these technologies; ability to provide technology training one-on-one and in
groups; system administration and programming skills; customer support
skills: negotiating with clients on uses of spaces, match needs with
understanding of potential of spaces/technologies.

Fully enclosed rack system with in-row cooling
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6.5 Infrastructure Examples and Use Cases
INFRASTRUCTURE – Power
Basic

Enhanced

Advanced/Experimental

Transmission infrastructure

standard and USB power

devices charging with wireless power
Completely wireless office

flexible wireless power panel

overhead retractable power

Access floor with power junction
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INFRASTRUCTURE – Network
Basic
Cellular Network

Enhanced

• Web browsing
• Document sharing and data
transfer
• Social networking applications

• Geolocation services
• Data-intensive applications

• 802.11n
• Web browsing
• Document sharing and data
transfer

• Easily swappable high-density access points
• 4G mobile applications
• RFID

Advanced/Experimental

•

Wireless Network

• Grid and Cloud computing

3D barcodes
Wired Network

Access floor with power and network

room capture

Virtual desktop computing
IP Telephony

Fiber optics for high-capacity, high-speed
data transfer
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INFRASTRUCTURE – Building/Architectural Elements
Basic

Enhanced

Advanced/Experimental

Floors
Walls
Ceilings

Exposed structure rack ceiling with configurable
power/network/lighting/projection

Glass-wall group studies and meeting rooms

group study with curved glass walls—can take
the edge off Hunt public spaces and
accommodate technology furniture

Architectural glass as wall construction material to
accommodate large-scale rear-projection video
wall (StarGlas)

write-glass

Access flooring (top: schematic with carpeted access flooring;
middle, access flooring with tile finish; bottom, wood-finish
access floor )
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INFRASTRUCTURE – Building/Architectural Elements (Continued)
Basic

Enhanced / Advanced

Floors
Walls
Ceilings

Wall spaces and alcoves to accommodate
scaffolding infrastructure for large-scale rearprojection and multi-touch screens

stacked carrels
• "Soft"/rubber floors for groups sitting on
floors and using mobile devices
• Large blank wall spaces with open
space/flexible seating; structural support for
full-height white board surface
• Video interface outlets for users to plug
devices into for projection of content
• Discrete or alcove spaces with projectionfriendly surfaces for user devices that have
built-in ultra small projectors

Glass elements that support clear foil displays
(Visual Planet) and write board uses

Wall infrastructure for short-throw projectors.
Includes support for multiple projectors that
combine projection for a single large image
(possibly with soffits to hide the projectors)
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INFRASTRUCTURE – Technical Staff

Technical consulting,
Support, and
Development
For Staff and Public
Computing

Basic

Enhanced

Advanced/Experimental

Operational IT desktop support
• TST (Helpdesk)
• TSA (x3, standard desktop support)

Advanced IT desktop support, plus technical
consultation (to negotiate with clients on uses of
spaces, match needs with understanding of
potential of spaces/technologies) and network
services/server infrastructure administration

Support for Advanced- or Experimentallevel technology spaces will be highly
dependent on functions supported. At a
minimum, they will require some setup
and technology consultation.

"Basic" staff level, plus:
• Technology Services manager and lead
technical consultant
• OSS (Desktop computing infrastructure and
network services)
• OSS (Enterprise hardware applications and
services)
• TSS (Advanced desktop application support)
• TSS (A/V Integrator)

"Basic" and "Enhanced" staff level, plus:
• BTAA (Developer support for highend applications and interfaces, such
as multi-touch applications)
• TSS (Student and Faculty end-user
support for use and setup of
multimedia applications, high-end
equipment)

7. Final Thoughts
Hunt Library is an unprecedented opportunity to redefine both library
spaces, and, more broadly, public spaces at the university. The spaces
living within a building designed by an internationally renowned design
firm cannot be ordinary; there falls to us the imperative that they not be. If
we are successful, we will see that it was because we were able to release
the energy inherent in the intersection of cutting edge technology,
brilliantly designed spaces and the library users of the future.

